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from a study of motions that do not commonly occur on the
surface 'of the earth they had a sort of disembodied quality,
and when they happened to apply to such motions, the
application was felt to be accidental rather than real. The
Newtonian mechanicians were also familiar with the idea
of "work" as the product of force and distance, but again
mainly as a mathematical function, and they knew that this
function could be equal to that of ''energy/' They used
this mathematical equivalence for solving the problems of
frictionless motion. The idea of ''work'1 as the product of
the distance multiplied by the mean resistance overcome,
and hence as a fundamental measure of mechanical action,
did not come from the study of celestial motions, but from
entirely different sources. This' was. natural, because no
one was interested in the "energy" of vis viva of the planet
Mars, for example, except as a mathematical function that
assisted the solution of problems of §olar motions. It was
not necessary to evaluate th'e. "energy" of Mars in units
because the symbols ^ M v2 hlelted away in the process of
mathematical transformations of equations. A knowledge
of the "energy" of Mars is of no use except in the solution
of mathematical problems. It has no direct financial value.
The study of motion in the factory and industry engen-
dered an entirely different variety of terminology. The
introduction of the steam engine for pumping and factory-
driving gave mechanical action commercial value. The
industrial notion of "work" was of something that deter-
mined the quantity of production. An exact measure of
"work" was essential to the foundation of trading in
mechanical power. Machine industry naturally arrived at
a conception of work in terms of gallons of water raised
so many feet in such and such a time, or of foot-pounds per
minute. This was a tangible, saleable commodity entirely
different from the abstract conception of the Newtonian
"work" done by the moon when it fell through a certain
distance. The "work" of Newtonian mechanics and the
"work" of industrial engineers obeyed the same algebraical
laws, but the constellation of other ideas respectively
associated with them was profoundly different. The engineers

